
CapriCon 2019 Cosplay 
Competition - Open

Cosplayers can only enter once in their individual age category and once in the team category. 
A cosplayer may not enter any category more than once. 
Online pre-registration will be available from 10 January 2019.

Open Category (13 years and over at the time of CapriCon)
Cosplay competitions are about crafting! To be eligible for this category, a cosplayer has to meet the following 
requirements:

1. Entrants must be the maker of at least 50% of the finished costume being worn.   

2. A work diary of images and creation notes to validate that the costume is the cosplayer’s own work must be 
available for presentation on judge’s request. 

3. The other 50% (or less) of the costume may comprise purchased items that cannot be made or substituted 
practically, including wigs, shoes and similar. 

4. All purchased items should comprise minor parts of the costume and be modified, altered or weathered to suit, 
their base origin should generally not be easily recognisable.

5. Purchased items include regular items of clothing, as well as commissioned costume pieces, regardless of 
whether they were purchased new, second-hand, or previously owned.

6. All costume parts and props must meet the safety requirements as outlined in the CapriCon Weapons Policy. 

Prize Categories: 

TOP COSPLAYER: Awarded to the cosplayer who best combines costume construction skills and their portrayal of the 
character being cosplayed. 

Characters may be sourced from any suitable movie, TV or streaming series, comic book, card game or other suitable 
images or reference material. 

Cosplay contest entrants are required to provide the judges with reference images used for the creation of their 
costume. 

If a costume is recreated from fan art or similar, then reference images of both the fan art used, as well as additional 
official references of the character will be required to aid the judges to recognise specific changes or alterations made 
from the official character.

Custom characters are not permitted in this category.  

TOP CRAFTER: Awarded to the cosplayer who provides the best demonstration of costume construction skills. There 
are no character eligibility rules for this category, mashups and custom characters are not only permitted, they’re 
encouraged!

TOP TEAM: Grab a friend or the family and suit up! Groups must comprise of 2 or more eligible cosplayers. Each 
cosplayer within a group must meet the appropriate costume entry standards for their age. While custom characters 
are permitted, please note that costumes within a group should generally be sourced from the same franchise or 
genre. 

JUDGE’S CHOICE AWARD - SPECIAL CATEGORY: This is a special award open to all costumes submitted for entry, 
it has no set criteria and is awarded at the judge’s discretion to a costume/cosplayer they believe worthy of extra 
recognition.



CapriCon 2019 Cosplay 
Competition - Junior

Cosplayers can only enter once in their individual age category and once in the team category. 

A cosplayer may not enter any category more than once. 

Online pre-registration will be available from 10 January 2019.

Junior Category (5-13 years)
We want our little cosplayers to have fun! Costumes in this category can be purchased, made, or a 
combination of the two, though additional credit may be given for costumes made, or altered by the 
participants themselves (with reasonable assistance from an adult where required). Entrants must be over 5 
years and under 13 years at the time of CapriCon.

Custom characters are acceptable in this category. 

Grown up assistants, please remember that while there are prizes, the most important thing in this category 
is that the kids get to enjoy creating and wearing their costume, it’s being a part of all the fun that matters 
the most. 


